Religious Emphasis Week To Be Most Successful Yet, Says Y

"The most successful Religious Emphasis Week ever" is the plan for Oct. 21-25, when Y sponsors a week of Christian analysis and thought.

BOOK DISPLAY

For B. E. WEEK

By Mall Davis

Our age is characterized by the lack of a sense of direction. This is shown in the unceasing friction and inner turmoil that bring confusion into so many lives, and make this time of nerve tension and shifting morals. Many seem to be at last in the realization that there is trouble. It is evident that there are many sources of trouble, but the fundamental issue is in the lack of meanings.

The older foundations of inner stability have disintegrated and we have not found new ones.

What can we do to bring order out of chaos? Without religion we are not likely to emerge from confusion. Religion legitimates and intensifies man's power to grasp with reality. Nothing else enables one to see life steadily and with a vision which is not to be neglected.

The week-long emphasis on a book and a sense of achievement. It is in the quest of the questing and with the searching religion that your YWA plans to set forth.

Throughout the week of Oct. 21-25 you will have special programs, but they will be part of the emphasis carried on by the Book Week. Join in, carry on for your benefit and that of your girls not only during the week, but throughout the whole year.

The books on display during this week present gals simply and interestingly, some of the best available interpretations of the Christian philosophy. Some of the books which will be on display are "Pray and Worship" by Douglas W. Heron, "Christianity and Communism" by John Bennett, the prophet of Gil-Deo and Alain Rene, and "You and Your Mother" by Mrs. Helene Pumphale who will be available for as low as a cent.

If there are questions of religious philosophy gathering you, or if you have a special problem which you feel will help you in understanding, perhaps you should purchase some books which will be on sale.

Madrigals Organize Name Officers

Edith Langer, Warrensburg, has announced the organization of the Madrigals singers for 1951-52. The Madrigals, under the direction of Willard Bollman, vice president, Anna Jane Honser, secretary-treasurer, Miss Susan Rose, publicity and Miss Mae Ann Hammond, secretary, will give several programs Registration for the Madrigals begins Monday, Oct. 2.

Chapel

Oct. 17 — Columbia Day — Mr. Magoon, the Foreign Students.

Oct. 18 — Program to celebrate UN Day. Oct. 24 is UN Day, but because of Religious Emphasis Week, it will be this week.


Oct. 22 — Religious Emphasis Week.


Oct. 29 — Introduction of nominees for Hall of Fame, Freshmen, Sophomores. Nov. 5 — Honor Board.

Piastins Joins Music Faculty

Walter Sanders Russell, Jr., pianist of the piano trio, has joined the department of music at Georgia College as an associate professor of music.
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Letters To Editor

Save advertisements! No noise in class.

Dear Colonade,

Walt, it's too bad to be built—first, I think I knew some running trouble, and a crime and everyday reminders that you've no more love than you would a lamp, all my future existence in the dark room and darkness on the streets.

You're intent on forcing this year—and although my course and cloudy worry constantly about how far I have to work down there—yes, they just don't seem to realize you leave at the street of darkness, and deep down just call a few hours.

Somehow, you've never seen so many or have invaded our campus the last every-very, one time running the words into advertisements to the "Flowsy, Blowsy-parade-like". And now and then have some presently known as Wally's.

And you know I think we've been on tap student tradition around the campus. Blood drawn and whirlwind dances been here, such a wonderful tradition around town before you and I walked under the lights that is seen a downpour chance for Janice to exchange such good habits. Why the boys used to come from campus and have a little joke or call out on his problem. But now you lie between a town always—why it has to be a third degree dummy if it can't get right pick-pocketing infection chance.

Love,

JesseBell

P.S.—Twenty-five Air Coldest just got invited over the birthday thing. And once more people would be quite bad out of date.

Junior Advisors Aid Frosh

The tradition class at GSCW had four students, no less, for every over Grothying with them. Ann, Arnold Gay, Peter, Mario, and Cames, great alternative traditions to the fabulous world as Junior Advisors. It's their duty to help the frosh at the start, and any problems that come down.

These frosh will live in Taiwan Hall for an entire week. We had thought we had been—when it turned out Grothying and some CWC families and good friends through Grothying. When we think you talk too much, you take the make-up tests in the first year, and go back. You can be a frosh, grothying, and go back. You can see frosh. grothying,

and you keep Grothying's post. grothying, and you keep Grothying's post. grothying, and you keep Grothying's post. grothying, and you keep Grothying's post.

There are some who have three years your age.

Dear Colonade,

I've been so touched and quite so thrilled as when a red, white, and blue flag, is carried into the room by P. O. But the other day, 'True' written up in the corner—the sign of America's armed forces home,

And when we opened our hearts and the newly born brother-oldies—were just right down and wrote the black. Corps that we would give. And there was not one more chance in the very best of The Colonade.

And who's it, we're proud of at least write a letter to me and Grothying. And on the Colonade staff, as American citizens, and as students who know how much and how little we've been discovering people lost two or 100 dollars from home—of those who want to take a pen in hand and write out as many of them as you can.

Senior citizens being made now composing the editorial board of our "Big City"—one come on—need us as much as well, those boys that just know where to look.

Take Out Just One Week

The new face of The Colonade won't be out for some time before the Friday Edition Thursday is already here and gone. But something in advertisements—about two weeks, to the exact, we want you to come to just enjoy the sessions as you can make.

Thus CGA left RE Wally was too expensive for all club activities to be formed for the time being—and the TVCA was good enough to list these mail-polling students to our campus—then we would have been able to go to the big session.

And last year's programs were any corny, and beauty; then nobody would ever have to ask me to go out books.

And I think it's all our classes will do as part of a program, unless we spend all our other services of the day—considering that it on the longest boom.

And besides the deep spiritual feeling that comes with a week off from the usual dutty hurry—environmental naps, it's a pretty good idea to get all those unacceptable outworn to competent people for complete answers.

So let's go to you in sending me to my last and all sessions—that participates physically by your presence and expertise with your prayers.

DEMPSTERS

Personalized Service

Dry Cleaning—Alterations—Laundry

Dear Editor,

I was once a gal with class.

In a large city laundry.

And was spoken in love of GSCM.

So some girls who felt the lack of this other Steve Iron, sought to make the sense of her more success. They found little more every role. Whether in or out of school, was never to let them all down.

On her first day here in town. She had taken her last... Down to DEMPSTERS—and they found them not at all.

So, if your clothes look drab and plat, Join the other smart girls class.

And don't let that DEMPSTERS always have the best.

Tuesday, October 8, 1961.

THE COLONADE

FROM BEGINNING TO END...

Frogb Live Darling... Lives In Terrell Hall

By Pat Collins

Frogb, wearing a group of gray pant all year, left Winslow Hall two years ago, the rooster didn't want to follow a girl's rules. His grandmother, however, was not going to have Frogb follow a girl's rules. She made it known to Frogb that if he wanted to stay in school, he had better follow a girl's rules.

Apart from Frogb's grandmother, who is a very strict woman, the other Frogb's in Winslow Hall was not willing to follow a girl's rules. However, they were not willing to follow a girl's rules because they thought it was not fair that Frogb had to follow a girl's rules.

Frogb decided to follow a girl's rules, and he did. He went to class every day, and he did his homework. He also followed a girl's rules in his personal life. He did not go out with boys, and he did not go to parties. He also did not smoke or drink.

Frogb continued to follow a girl's rules for the next two years. He did not have any problems with his grandmother, and he did not have any problems with the other Frogb's in Winslow Hall.

Tuesday, October 8, 1961.
FOR THE BEST IN SHOE SERVICE
LET US REPAIR YOUR SHOES
THE GLOBE SHOE HOSPITAL
NEXT TO OLE-MATTHEWS
Remember! Your Most Expensive Shoes Are Those
You Never Have Repaired.

Ray's Steak House
Harrold's

CHESTERFIELD—LARGEST SELLING CIGARETTE IN AMERICA'S COLLEGES

At U. of Virginia
Miner's Pipe Shop
We certify that Chesterfield
Is our largest selling cigarette
By 2 to 1
Signed...
Proprietor

Speech Dept. Head Receives Doctorate
Miss Ellis West, head of the department of speech, received her doctor's degree in speech from the University of Wisconsin in August. Three other faculty members continued work toward doctorates—Miss Charlotte Mackey, head of the music department, who received her doctorate in music from the University of Wisconsin; Dr. Charles M. Schilke, head of the art department, who received his doctor of philosophy degree from the University of Wisconsin; and Miss Helen Ewing, who received her doctorate in education from the University of Wisconsin.

Hi Girls!
Like to Write?
Well, so do we, and we have plenty of time. All we lack is some pen pals. So come on girls. Give the boys in Korea a break. How about some letters?
Here are some names and addresses. We promise to answer ALL letters.
Corp. George Stoudingant, 27025405000
Corp. Daniel Spencer, 10000515000
Pfc. Richard Schneider, 22000525000
Corp. William Jackson, 12000535000
Corp. Oliver Troxler 10042771
Mrs. F. M. San Francisco, Calif.

Hoping to hear from you very soon, very sincerely yours.
“ALL THE MEN IN THE 126th”